Concentrated solutions of ultrashort duplex-forming DNA oligomers may develop various forms of liquid crystal ordering among which is the chiral nematic phase, characterized by a macroscopic helical precession of molecular orientation. The specifics of how chirality propagates from the molecular to the mesoscale is still unclear, both in general and in the case of DNA-based liquid crystals. We have here investigated the onset of nematic ordering and its chiral character in mixtures of natural D-DNA oligomers forming right-handed duplex helices and of mirror symmetric (L-DNA) molecules, forming left-handed helices. Since the nematic ordering of DNA duplexes is mediated by their end-to-end aggregation into linear columns, by controlling the terminals of both enantiomers we could study the propagation of chirality in solutions where the D and L species form mixtures of homochiral columns, and in solutions of heterochiral columns. The two systems behave in markedly different fashion. By adopting a simple model based on nearest-neighbor interactions, we account for the different observed dependence of the chirality of these two systems on the enantiomeric ratio. In the last decades, modern statistical physics has made remarkable progress towards explaining an ever-broader range of distinct types of molecular ordering on the basis of the properties of their molecular constituents. A notable exception is the lack of a general theory for the prediction of how strongly the presence of chiral centers in molecules affects phase behavior and structure on mesoscopic length scales [1] . Even when the molecular shape is symmetric and very well known, such as the double helical shape of B-DNA, the cooperative effects of the molecular chirality are amazingly complex and hard to model [2] [3] [4] [5] . The recent discovery of the liquid crystal chiral nematic (N Ã ) phase in solutions of ultrashort DNA double helices (down to 6 bases) [6] has offered new opportunities to explore this topic. In these nano DNA systems the formation of liquid crystal phases is mediated by the end-to-end aggregation of DNA duplexes into columns of chemically distinct but physically continuous duplexes. Transition to the N Ã phase occurs when such weakly bound linear aggregates have a sufficiently large shape anisotropy which, according to recent modeling [7, 8] and in the conditions so far explored, corresponds to about 10 stacked duplexes.
In the last decades, modern statistical physics has made remarkable progress towards explaining an ever-broader range of distinct types of molecular ordering on the basis of the properties of their molecular constituents. A notable exception is the lack of a general theory for the prediction of how strongly the presence of chiral centers in molecules affects phase behavior and structure on mesoscopic length scales [1] . Even when the molecular shape is symmetric and very well known, such as the double helical shape of B-DNA, the cooperative effects of the molecular chirality are amazingly complex and hard to model [2] [3] [4] [5] . The recent discovery of the liquid crystal chiral nematic (N Ã ) phase in solutions of ultrashort DNA double helices (down to 6 bases) [6] has offered new opportunities to explore this topic. In these nano DNA systems the formation of liquid crystal phases is mediated by the end-to-end aggregation of DNA duplexes into columns of chemically distinct but physically continuous duplexes. Transition to the N Ã phase occurs when such weakly bound linear aggregates have a sufficiently large shape anisotropy which, according to recent modeling [7, 8] and in the conditions so far explored, corresponds to about 10 stacked duplexes.
The combination of self-assembly and chirality opens a new possibility for the study of the propagation of chirality. While in typical lyotropic and thermotropic cholesterics the monomers have a fixed chirality given by the molecular or colloidal structure, the self-assembly of DNA can be exploited to tune the chirality of the columnar aggregates and study its effect on the collective ordering. Here we turn the exploration of DNA chirality in a new direction, mixing natural D-DNA oligomers and their L-DNA enantiomers having perfectly mirror symmetrical structures. Because of the enantioselectivity of Watson-Crick interactions [9, 10] , L and D nanooligomers do not bind. Thus, when self complementary L and D oligomers are put together in solution, a mixture of mirror symmetric right-and lefthanded helices is obtained [11] [see Fig. 1(a) ]. L-oligonucleotides are available because they have been clinically developed as so-called Spiegelmers, 3D structured oligomers that can survive in a biological environment because of their nonnative chirality, and yet are capable of binding and inhibiting pharmacologically relevant target molecules [12] [13] [14] .
For this study we selected three variants of the ''Dickerson Dodecamer'' (DD), CGCGAATTCGCG, a self-complementary 12 base pair sequence forming canonical B-DNA duplexes [15] . When -OH terminated, DD forms blunt-ended duplexes. In this case, interduplex interactions are promoted by the stacking of the paired bases at the duplex terminals [6] . Recent atomistic simulations of this system [16] show that in the absence of terminal phosphates the helices are rather free to rotate around their axis, in a way that appears to depend on the structure of the duplex terminals only. This implies that (i) in homochiral solutions the stacked columns of duplexes do not in general preserve helical continuity, and (ii) since no chiral group is present in the flat polyaromatic surface formed by the paired nucleobases, we expect stacking forces to act similarly between duplexes of the same or different chirality, thus enabling the formation of heterochiral aggregates. A different behavior is expected when end-to-end interactions are mediated by the pairing of overhangs such as in the case of the ''shifted-DD'' sequence (''sDD'', 5 0 -GCGAATTCGCGC-3 0 ) that forms duplexes identical to DD except for having two unpaired, but mutually complementary, terminal bases [ Fig. 1(d) ] [17] . Differently from DD, (i) sDD homochiral duplexes aggregate as a continuous helix [18] , and (ii) sDD duplexes of opposite chirality do not aggregate because of the enantioselectivity of Watson-Crick interactions which stabilize homochiral columnar aggregates relative to those of mixed chirality [ Fig. 1(e) ]. A possibly intermediate condition is provided by DD duplexes phosphorilated on the 5 0 end (pDD). Once aggregated, DD, pDD, and sDD have the same overall sequence of bases [ Fig. 1(d)] .
DD, pDD, and sDD were synthesized in both D-and L-DNA form, by NOXXON Pharma AG. All samples were HPLC purified and counterions were exchanged into Na þ . Mixtures at various enantiomeric ratios r ¼ c D =c, where c ¼ c D þ c L and c D , c L are the concentration of the two enantiomers, were prepared as detailed in the Supplemental Material [19] . After equilibration at room temperature (T ¼ 20 C) we measured c via microinterferometry [6] ; see Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). The handedness H and pitch p of the chiral nematic phase have been determined through microscope-based analysis [19] . In this Letter H is expressed through the sign of p: p > 0 (p <0) for RH (LH) N Ã phases. We have found N Ã ordering at all values of r, at concentrations that depend on r. term indicates the extent to which nematic ordering is promoted ( > 0) or inhibited ( < 0) in a 1:1 mixture relative to that of the pure enantiomers. For DD mixtures $ 0, supporting the notion that the D and L duplexes mix ideally at all concentrations in the isotropic and nematic. On the contrary, in the case of sDD the quadratic term with > 0 is much larger, indicating that nematic ordering is disfavored in the mixtures.
Despite the asymmetry in the concentrations of the enantiomers, the chirality of N Ã ordering of pure L-DNA species is mirror symmetric to the ones of D-DNA (Table I) . Data in Table I confirm that chiral properties of pure D-DNA and pure L-DNA systems have a complex dependence on the oligomer sequence: the chirality of the N Ã phase of DD and pDD is opposite to the one of sDD. Moreover, the chirality is larger for pDD and sDD oligos, both displaying a pitch matching the low-wavelength end of the visible spectrum, while p in the case of DD is larger. These results are in line to what we observed in the case of pure natural D-DNA. Indeed, variations in base-sequence and length having only minor effects on the DNA helical shape can strongly affect the chiral nature of the collective structures [20] . In part, this complex behavior may be the outcome of the competition between steric interactions, that in the case of D-DNA promote right-handed twist of the N Ã phase, and electrostatic interactions, favoring the opposite handedness [21] . This notion appears to be in agreement with experimental observation [20, 21] since sequences that form N Ã phases at lower concentration, in which columns of duplexes are thus less often in close contact, adopt the handedness favored by electrostatic interactions.
Figure 2(c) shows the pitch wave number q ¼ 2=p for the three mixed D and L systems, as a function of the enantiomer ratio. For each sequence we observed a reversal of the phase chirality progressively adding L-DNA to the natural one. Moreover, the dependence of q on r is different in the three cases: in the case of DD there is a larger dependence at small and large values of r, while the dependence is weak around r ¼ 0:5, where the system is close to racemic; in the case of sDD the behavior is opposite. For pDD, the dependence of q on r is close to linear. The nonlinear q vs r dependence found for DD and sDD, appears to be a distinctive feature of self-assembled systems, since investigations of the N Ã phase formed by enantiomeric mixtures both in the case of thermotropic [22] and lyotropic [23] 
The chirality of the N Ã phase is rooted in the pair interactions of the constituent molecules, which introduces an angular distortion in their otherwise parallel alignment. Such effect is usefully expressed through the chiral strength k T ¼ ðdu=dqÞ q¼0 , u being the free energy density of the N Ã phase. Upon envisioning the N Ã phase as a stack of nematic sheets, k T expresses the torque surface density acting between sheets that favors the twisting of the stack and may be positive or negative depending on the prevailing of the steric vs electrostatic interactions [21] . The amplitude of the resulting pitch is given by the balance between k T and the twist elastic coefficient K 22 , favoring the unwinding of the phase into a nonchiral nematic: q ¼ Àk T =K 22 [21] . However, K 22 is known to depend only weakly on the molecular length [24] , as confirmed by recent experiments in the context of self-assembled chromonic liquid crystals [25] . Accordingly, in the following discussion we will assume that qðc; rÞ / k T ðc; rÞ.
In the simplest model, the dependence of k T and q on r can be assumed to depend on the frequency of chiral contacts between neighboring columns, each contributing the same amount 0 to the chiral strength. We expect
Equation (1) embodies the notion that D-D and L-L contacts produce torques of opposite sign and that, by symmetry, cross D-L contacts do not give rise to chiral coupling. Equation (1) is appropriate for enantiomer mixtures in which the chiral units are monodisperse and not self-assembled, as it is also confirmed by the resulting linear dependence of q on r [22, 23] . However, the selfassembled nature of the systems here considered requires including further elements into the model. Contacts between columns are certainly not pointlike, but rather involve whole segments of the columns. The existence of such a longitudinal range ' is demonstrated by the markedly different pitch of DD and pDD in pure L or D systems. The two molecules differ only for the presence of the terminal phosphate, which provides pDD a good degree of helical continuity along the chemically discontinuous aggregated columns [16] . The localized helical discontinuities along the DD columns have thus an effect which is much larger than expected from the involved fraction of bases (2 out of 12), but reasonable if the interaction is spread on a range. In columns where D and L duplexes are mixed, the presence of a longitudinal interaction range smears the local chirality and reduces the overall chiral strength of the aggregates. We have included this notion in the model (i) by assuming random L vs D sequences along the columns and (ii) by assuming that whenever there are two consecutive duplexes of opposite handedness within a column, there is range of nonchiral interactions extending from their contacting terminals for a length ', as sketched in Fig. 3(a) . Accordingly, a collision between two columns that brings two D-DNA duplexes in contact contributes to the chiral strength only if the point of closest contact is farther than ' from any D-L stacking plane. When these notions are inserted in the computation of k T , a family of curves having the same curvature of the experiments is obtained by varying ' as shown in Fig. 3(a) (more details in Ref. [19] ). The choice ' ¼ 3:2 nm produces the best matching with the data. This is a realistic value, of the order of the width of DNA double helices, which is about 2 nm. However, ' is expected to depend significantly on the persistence length of the aggregates, a quantity not yet experimentally accessible.
A different scenario is instead obtained in the sDD mixtures where homochiral columns are formed, and thus where the correction depending on the interaction length is not appropriate. In this case, duplexes of one parity are ''diluted'' by their enantiomers with which they do not aggregate. Therefore, the mean number of monomers hM D i and hM L i forming the D and L columns depend differently on c D and c L . By adopting a simple extension of the model in Refs. [8, 19] , we can compute
, the concentration of the aggregating monomers, and of c. The total DNA concentration promotes the lengthening of both hM D i and hM L i through excluded volume interactions, insensitive, to a first order consideration, to handedness. Figure 3(b) shows hM D i and hM L i expected from the values of r and c determined at coexistence [dashed line in Fig. 2(b) ]. Further details on the calculation are given in Ref. [19] . Therefore, in strongly unbalanced mixtures where
Dual behavior is found at the other extreme, r % 1. In these regions, we expect that the effect on the chiral strength of the minority enantiomers is less than expected on the basis of the total concentration because of the difference in the aggregate length. Shorter aggregates yield a reduced contribution to the phase chirality both because the proximity to the column terminals weakens the interactions (for the same longitudinal interaction range discussed above), and because shorter aggregates are intrinsically more disordered [8] and hence have a weaker angular drag on the whole phase. We have incorporated this notion into the model by inserting a cutoff s such that when contacts involve columns shorter than s, they do not contribute to the chiral strength. This assumption leads to the family of curves shown in Fig. 3(b) (details in Ref. [19] ), having the same curvature of the sDD data. Choices with 2 < s < 4 produce the best match with the data. Coherently with the model assumptions, the value obtained for s is much shorter than the average aggregate length.
In Fig. 2(c) we also show the dependence of the pitch wave number of pDD on r (red squares). The phosphate termination of pDD certainly has an effect on the endto-end stacking [16] , thus making the aggregates of this system somewhere in between the random DD and the homochiral sDD columns. Accordingly, the nearly linear q vs r dependence can be understood as being in between the opposite curvatures of DD and sDD systems (more discussion in Ref. [19] ).
The possibility offered by the self-assembly of DNA nanolength duplexes was exploited here to produce systems in which the local interaction between pairs of molecules was maintained the same, while their distribution within aggregates was controllably modified. This enabled us to disregard the difficult problem of determining the torque resulting from pair interactions, a topic of current investigation [21] , while focusing on the mechanisms of its propagation to the phase behavior. The success of the simple models here employed, based on nearest-neighbor interactions, indicates that all the difficulties in interpreting the nematic ordering of chiral molecules are actually nested in the determination of the torque resulting from pair interactions, while its effect on the phase can be satisfactorily accounted for by a simple approach.
This 
